CHAPTER XII
STORY OF	NATIVES
when Cook dropped anchor in Balade Bay, he and his
men were surprised at the friendly reception accorded them
by the natives. They swarmed around the boats in their
•outrigger canoes, and hailed them as if they had long been
expecting this visit. When they clambered on board the
strange boats, they showed no signs of fear of these first
white visitors to the island, but wandered about peering
into the sailors' faces and patting them on the backs and
arms with great good humour, as if they were delighted to
welcome them.
Lieut. Pickersgill of the Resolution recounts that only
once during their stay was there any sign of excitement or
displeasure among the natives. Cook had invited some of
the chiefs and tribal elders on board the Resolution to a
great feast prepared in their honour. The first part of the
meal went off uneventfully, but, according to Pickersgill,
Howards the end of supper, after having seen that some
sailors nibbled at bones of beef, the natives started to talk
.among themselves at the top of their voices—greatly excited.
They looked at our people with surprise and disgust, and
showed by signs that they suspected them of eating human
flesh. We tried to explain—but how could one make oneself
understood to people who had never seen quadrupeds in
their lives ?'
The natives made signs to show that to the north of the
island, there were also ill-bred people like Cook and his men,
who ate human flesh, but this habit was clearly something
of which they mightily disapproved.
Twenty years later, however, when D'Entreeasteaux visited
the same spot, he found the natives suspicious, and hostile.
The gentle, peace-loving people whom Cook found
absolutely trustworthy and friendly were transformed into
warlike savages, who stole everything they could lay hands
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